Edge Nexus Screw Mount

Getting started guide

TOP VIEW

Screw base holes

Cable feed hole
1. Unscrew screws and lift the
Edge case off the stand.

2. Follow the above
locations to line up your
surface mounting and
cable feed.

3. Refer to the mounting
guide for assistance in drilling
pilot holes and a hole for your
charging cable if required.

4. With the cable channel facing
out the left hand side, screw
down using the wood screws
provided. Ensure you feed cable
through before mounting.

5. Remove the cable clip
and place case back on the
stand and screw back in
the 4 screws.

For more information or to
Lock

Unlock

contact our sales & customer
support team please click on
the links below:

Contact Us

6. Unlock the security lock
with the L shape key and
slide the clamp out.

7. Squeeze the tablet into the
clamp with the charging cable
running behind the tablet.

8. Re-attach the clamp arm
by sliding in and squeezing
tablet.

9. Remain holding clamp together
until you have rotated the
security lock with the L shape key
into the lock position.

Warranty & Returns

Shipping
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Touch Nexus Freestanding & Adhesive

Getting started guide

Lock

Unlock

1. Remove the cable clip and
feed charging cable through
the stand.

2. Unlock the security lock and
slide the clamp out.

6. Wipe base of stand and
your mounting surface with
alcohol wipes provided and
let dry.

7. Stick 3M adhesive to the base
of stand and firmly place down on
your mounting surface. Let the
stand sit for 24 hours before use.

3. Squeeze the tablet into the
clamp with the charging cable
running behind the tablet.

4. Re-attach the clamp arm by
sliding in and squeezing tablet.

Optional Position Lock
Rotate stand 45 degrees so cable hole is on
the left, then screw in lock screw as shown.
This will lock the rotation for a fixed option.

5. Remain holding clamp
together until you have rotated
the security lock in the lock
position.

Optional Rotation Lock
To change your stand to landscape or portrait,
unscrew to remove case and place back on in
desired angle.
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